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          Best electric lawn mower UK: Top electric lawn mowers reviewed for 2021

          
          This article was last updated on July 31st, 2021 at 10:38 am
 
No question that the best electric lawn mowers offer unrivalled value for money, reliability, the least maintenance, and the best performance but come with the sacrifice or needing a power cable. It would not be an exaggeration to say pound for pound this type of lawn mower is three times better value than petrol lawn mowers or cordless models. So in this article we help you find the easiest to use mowers at the best price point be your garden large or small!

In fact, they are so reliable and quiet about their business that we take them for granted, they now have more power than some petrol lawn mowers, they also come with incredible freedom (cordless lawn mowers) but that’s for another review, and they cannot be beaten on price point. In short, if you can put up with a power cord then you will bag a bargain for sure today.

Best electric lawn mower

Electric lawnmowers have been around for years and there’s good reason for them still being the most popular choice for most UK gardeners. They are easy to set up and operate, there are no fumes like what you get with petrol lawnmowers, they run quiet and are cost effective.

What’s more, with technology developing as it is, electric lawnmowers are becoming more and more powerful and coming with an increasing number of practical features, and this is making them the number one choice for people with small to medium sized gardens. I would probably say the Mountfield 294340063 or the Flymo Speedi-Mo 360C Electric Wheeled Lawn Mower is the best lawn mower choices for Summer 2021 if you’re not into hover mowers.
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	Comparison table: Best electric lawn mower UK: Top electric lawn mowers reviewed for 2021

	Product	What We Think	Price
	Flymo Chevron 32VC Electric Wheeled Lawn Mower 






		32cm Metal Blade 
	3 Heights of Cut (20mm
	29 Litre Grass Box
	10 Metre Mains Cable
	Rear Roller 

	£99.99

	Mountfield 294340063/M13 Princess 34 Electric 4 Wheel Rear Roller Lawnmower, 1400 W 






		Hand propelled rear roller mains electric lawnmower for that striped effect finish...
	35 litre grass collector with vision window
	Mulching plug Included 
	Integral rear roller and front anti-scalping plate
	Ideal for lawns up to 10 metre by 10 metre

	£169.00

	Flymo Speedi-Mo 360C Electric Wheeled Lawn Mower 






	Pros:

	Incredible cutting power for the money
	Super easy to wheel around the garden
	Light and easy to use


Cons:

	Can't get away from the power lead

	£112.50

	Bosch Universal Rotak 550 Electric Rotary Lawnmower 






	Pros:

	Easy to change cutting height with a simple press of the button
	So easy to use even if you're not the strongest
	No problem using when damp as long as careful with power lead


Cons:

	Hard to justify when the cordless models are equally powerful
	Ten metre power cord will restrict you whatever

	£213.43

	Flymo Easimo Electric Wheeled Lawn Mower 






		Ergonomically designed for simple and easy use in your garden
	Collects and compacts more grass for less emptying of the 29 L grassbox...
	Lightweight at only 8.3 kg
	32 cm metal blade
	Choice of three cutting heights from 20-60 mm

	£68.00

	Flymo Turbo Lite 250 Electric Hover Lawnmower 






	Pros:

	Super light weight and easy to use
	Shockingly powerful for the money
	Blade well designed to keep sharp and get the most from the engine
	Good old Flymo reliability


Cons:

	The odd bad one from manufacture - hardly surprising with tens of thousands being sold

	£69.00

	Webb WEER33 ER33, 1300 W, 240 V, Green/Black 






		33cm (13") Cutting Width
	1300 Watt Motor 
	Single Lever Height of Cut (25-65mm)
	35 Litre Collection Bag
	Cutting Systems-Collect, Rear Discharge

	£99.87

	Bosch Rotak 34 R Electric Rotary Lawn Mower 

		1300 W Power drive motor ensures a reliable cut in long or wet grass...
	34 cm cutting diameter ideal for small to medium lawns up to one tennis court...
	Double folding handles and stackable grassbox for compact storage
	Grass combs cut right up to and over the edge
	Single lever height of cut adjustment from 20-70 mm to suit different lawn conditions...

	£83.99




Best cheap electric lawn mower

1. Flymo Turbo Lite 250 Electric Hover Lawnmower





Flymo Turbo Lite 250 Electric Hover Lawn Mower – 1400 W, 25 cm Cutting Width, Ambidextrous Handles, Folds Flat
Buy on Amazon for £69.00




Best cheap electric lawn mowers: Flymo Turbo Lite 250 Electric Hover Lawnmower

First up in the the cheap electric lawn mowers category and probably my pick for best cheap electric lawn mowers is the Flymo Turbo Lite 250 Electric Hover Lawnmower. You really can’t go wrong with a hover lawn mower from Flymo. Priced at just £69.00, this is an amazing little bit of kit. The 1400 Watt motor provides ample power for lawn cutting and with a 25cm cutting radius it doesn’t take long to get round a small to mid-size garden.

Flymo Turbo Lite 250 Electric Hover Lawnmower: Powerful electric motor, good blades, easy to use and minimal assembly required.

This is a cracking little electric lawn mower for anyone not particularly strong or agile. It’s small, light weight and packs a real punch, cutting lawn at different heights, which is easy to adjust, I might add. It’s the complete package as you would expect of any Flymo. The hover action makes this thing literally float. The only time you feel any of the 8kg weight; is pulling it out of the shed onto the lawn, after that it becomes nimble and agile. Really easy to use.

With pretty decent blades, and certainly as decent as you can expect from an electric lawn mower that costs just £69.00, this is a brilliant little all rounder. The assembly time is minimal, a little bit of work on the handle and comes with a great extension lead. You might be forgiven for thinking this isn’t a cheap electric lawn mower at all when compared to other models and that’s why it made it into my reviews.

Could I find any fault? Well if I was being pretty picky I could give you a couple of minor things that I noticed. Firstly it doesn’t collect grass which is something that I think makes life much easier. That said, no collection box makes it small and compact which counters the loss a little. I’ve noticed a fair few returns too which means quality control isn’t quite up to scratch so you could get unlucky but not all is lost because Flymo will help you. With that said. This is a small, light-weight lawn mower and probably the best cheap electric lawn mower money can buy. Flymo are quick to replace or refund so if you’re on a budget and can’t afford to go wrong, Flymo is a no brainer for me.

	
Flymo Turbo Lite 250 Electric Hover Lawnmower Review


	
Best Flymo Turbo Lite 250 Electric Hover Lawnmower Features

	
What needs work on the Flymo Turbo Lite 250 Electric Hover Lawnmower


	Light as a butterfly whilst turned on	I prefer a collection box
	Very easy to operate	Quality control should be more stringent
	Very smooth to use	
	Surprisingly big cutting power	
	Very very well priced at £69.00	
	Good blade sharpness retention	
	Flymo after sales care	
	Reliable	


Could they improve the Flymo Turbo Lite 250 Electric Hover Lawnmower?

The Flymo Turbo Lite 250 Electric Hover Lawnmower is an all round brilliant piece of kit and has very few flaws. That’s to be expected of a company clearly investing in testing and development of a lawn mower they believe in(which I believe in too). If I could pick holes it would be quality control but in the quest for the production of the best cheap electric lawn mowers it’s almost inevitable that there is some compromise. Do not be concerned, any issues and Flymo will help you out and are a trusted brand that makes purchasing from them considerably easier than an unknown quantity.







2. Flymo Easimo Electric Wheeled Lawn Mower





Flymo Easimo Electric Wheeled Lawn Mower, 900 W, Cutting Width 32 cm
Buy on Amazon for £68.00




Best cheap electric lawn mowers: Flymo Easimo Electric Wheeled Lawn Mower

In case you don’t like a hover mower, my next pick for best cheap electric lawn mower is the Flymo Easimo electric wheeled lawn mower. This is priced at just £68.00 and is excellent value for money. It’s a little more expensive than the hover lawn mower but being wheeled brings its benefits.

Flymo Easimo Electric Wheeled Lawn Mower: Light weight, easy to use, more powerful on longer grass than a hover lawn mower

The Flymo Easimo electric wheeled lawn mower brings a 900 Watt reliable electric motor that’s combined with a blade that can cut a 32cm span. This mower although budget, can effortlessly cut lawn that’s got a little out of control, even six inches of grass won’t stop it easily!

Even if you have a 100ft garden you can get away with this mower and I love the fact it comes with a grass collection box, electric wheeled lawn mowers lend themselves much more easily to a collection box and tougher work. Far more so than their hover counterparts. If you’re slow to cut the lawn, a good wheeled electric lawn mower is far more favourable than any hover lawn mower.

Being small it’s obviously light weight and easy to use. This little mower isn’t without flaw though. Being so lightweight and at the bottom of the range it can lack a bit of power and will go into safe mode should you hit a branch. This means you’ll need to clear a snag but the flip side is safety first isn’t a bad thing. If you have children then this is almost a positive to my mind.

The other issue with this lawn mower is that on long grass it can ride up a bit rather than cut through the grass. There’s two reason for this. Eventually the blades dull and so up and over the grass is less resistance than through the grass, as well as how light this lawn mower is. Keeping the blades sharp will counter this considerably and I’ve painted a high quality product in a bad light. It takes a fair amount of time for the blades to dull so you can look forward to comfortable use for many months to come before worrying about maintenance.

	
Flymo Easimo Electric Wheeled Lawn Mower Review


	
Best Flymo Easimo Electric Wheeled Lawn Mower Features

	
What needs work on the Flymo Easimo Electric Wheeled Lawn Mower


	Collection box	Quality control should be more stringent
	Very easy to operate	
	Very smooth to use	
	Pretty powerful grass cutter	
	Very very well priced at £68.00	
	Flymo after sales care	
	Reliable	


Could they improve the Flymo Easimo Electric Wheeled Lawn Mower?

Given the price and performance I think it would be unfair to expect much more from this electric lawn mower. It’s certainly a top contender for best cheap electric lawn mowers. If I had one gripe it would be quality control. A small percentage of customers experience instantly failure which is a shame and probably avoidable. What I can’t fault though, is just how quickly Flymo are there to solve the problem, however inconvenient a failure might be.





Best electric lawn mower

Now with budget in mind a little still I am going to pick the three best electric lawn mowers ranging up in price. Hopefully I will find an electric lawn mower that suits your budget with the performance that you expect. First up is the cheaper of my best electric lawn mowers choices:

3. Flymo Speedi-Mo 360C Electric Wheeled Lawn Mower





Flymo Speedi-Mo 360C Electric Wheeled Lawn Mower, 1500 W, Cutting Width 36 cm
Buy on Amazon for £112.50




Best electric lawn mower:Flymo Speedi-Mo 360C Electric Wheeled Lawn Mower

There has been no purposeful attempt or bias so far towards Flymo in this review post. Flymo are simply producing the best value for money small electric lawn mowers and the Flymo Speedi-Mo 360C electric wheeled lawn mower is no exception.

Flymo Speedi-Mo 360C Electric Wheeled Lawn Mower: highly powerful, probably the best electric lawn mower for sale pound for pound.

I’m not sure if Flymo would agree, but in my mind the Flymo Speedi-Mo 360C electric wheeled lawn mower is just a bigger, more powerful, and more efficient version of the Flymo Easimo electric wheeled lawn mower in the review above. With a 1500 Watt motor as opposed to 900 W, 36cm cutting span as opposed to 32cm, and same variable cut depth as the Easimo of 20mm to 60mm, it is easy to see why I’ve come to that conclusion. It’s practically a scale up in function and performance, perhaps not looks entirely though.

It also has a larger grass collection box and just like its smaller friend, the Flymo Speedi-Mo 360C electric wheeled lawn mower is a cracking bit of kit for medium to large gardens and for just £112.50, you have to think this is probably the pick for best electric lawn mower, hands down, in fact.

It would be easy to believe I am associated to Flymo given my enthusiasm thus far for their products. I will quickly point out right now, for me, this is where Flymo is best, cheap and good vale, quality lawn mowers. I would not put huge sums into a Flymo, and this for me is the last stop on Flymo just to give some balance back to my post! They are brilliant at good with a limited budget and that’s what I am currently reviewing!

Sorry to dampen the mood there but I think I needed to add some balance :-). What I really like the most about the Flymo Speedi-Mo 360C electric wheeled lawn mower is how it will effortlessly handle a 100ft garden lawn. You will certainly need an extension lead though because it’s only 12m in length and this electric lawn mower is capable of so much more. It begs the question, will Flymo increase the cable length at some point? The older Flymos used to be slightly longer. Given the weight of just 11.5kg its very easy to use and ideal for almost any customer. It’s remarkably powerful considering the weight

If I could highlight any issues with this lawn mower it would be quality control. The odd dud seems to make it through quality control and while Flymo are ultra quick to replace or refund you, it’s still inconvenient, especially if you setup your weekend around sorting the garden! I would also point out that the number of failures are minuscule compared to sales, it’s just that they set the bar so high I feel it necessary to be really picky to find fault!

Another point worth mentioning is that I had a customer break a cosmetic trim on his Flymo. Flymo would not replace of repair cosmetic issues even within the warranty period. So you’ll need to be a little careful with the shell as accidental damage is reasonably( in my mind reasonable anyway) not covered. You might consider assembling the handle a drawback. This will set you back five minutes or so but also makes it possible to ship and put in the back of a car. Both serve to keep the price down and make things more convenient for all involved.

	
Flymo Speedi-Mo 360C Electric Wheeled Lawn Mower Review


	
Best Flymo Speedi-Mo 360C Electric Wheeled Lawn Mower Features

	
What needs work on the Flymo Speedi-Mo 360C Electric Wheeled Lawn Mower


	Super powerful for the price	12m power cord shorter than performance capability
	Great cutting speed	
	Good blade edge retention	
	Big collection box	
	Light and easy to use	
	Minimal assembly	
	Very reliable	


Could they improve the Flymo Speedi-Mo 360C Electric Wheeled Lawn Mower?

For the price you pay, this is really a top notch performer and probably the best electric lawn mower money can buy if thinking in terms of value. You can cut down a 100ft garden in 15 or 20 minutes if you’re athletic. The machine will not limit your performance, only your physical ability to get around. That’s saying something about what is really a budget electric lawn mower! I have had a customer in her 70’s pull it out of her son’s hands and have a go it’s that easy.

The collection box makes it no fuss to use and it’s really hard to find a fault. One small gripe I have is the ability of this mower is easily in the 100ft garden range, yet they only provide a 12m cable, I suppose it’s easy to get carried away when all of the basics are met and get complacent. This really is a top notch machine for the price and the next reviews will struggle to top it but I’ll try!







4. Bosch Rotak 34 R Electric Rotary Lawn Mower


Bosch Rotak 34 R Electric Rotary Lawn Mower
Buy on Amazon for £83.99




Next up for review in the best electric lawn mower is the Bosch Rotak 34 R electric rotary lawn mower. This got into the reviews because of it’s cracking 1300 Watt motor that’s extremely powerful and reliable. It performs great and priced at £83.99 it’s a great item to compare with (what is in my mind the best electric lawn mower full stop) the Flymo Speedi-Mo 360C Electric Wheeled Lawn Mower.

The Bosch Rotak 34 R electric rotary lawn mower: Cuts grass right up to the edge, plenty of power, foldable handles, and a two year guarantee

This is a very decent little lawn mower and one of the best things about the Bosch Rotak 34 R electric rotary lawn mower is the grass combs that allow you to cut right up to the edge of your grass. It’s such a brilliant idea and in most circumstances eliminates the need for a grass trimmer. The blades are well known to hold an edge and as a professional and reliable tool manufacture that Bosch is, you are in good hands once you’ve shelled out your money with a two year guarantee that is honoured.

The adjustable height cut slightly outperforms the Flymo at 20-70mm rather than 20-60mm with a larger range but in reality it’s almost identical and you won’t notice 10mm, neither will the grass! It’s slightly smaller in cutting span but not at all noticeable in practical terms. It has a huge grass collection box which is practical and very efficient.

One thing that struck me though. Electric lawn mowers, electric hover lawn mowers in particular get bogged down in wet and long grass. The Bosch Rotak 34 R electric rotary lawn mower has no trouble at all in wet conditions, or heavy shrub for that matter. That’s the advantage of a rotary electric lawn mower is quite simply put; pure power in the lower cost range.

If I could pick a flaw in this mower it would be the switch lever. It’s a common known fault on dud productions. Whilst it’s limited and always fails well within warranty so you’ll get a replacement free of charge, it’s a little inconvenient if you need to cut the lawn, we rarely keep a backup after all! Most of us just don’t have the space! Apart from that this packs plenty of power for mid-size gardens and a great contender for best electric lawn mower.

	
Bosch Rotak 34 R Electric Rotary Lawn Mower Review


	
Best Bosch Rotak 34 R Electric Rotary Lawn Mower Features

	
What needs work on the Bosch Rotak 34 R Electric Rotary Lawn Mower


	Huge collection box	The switch lever rarely has issues
	Massive cutting power	
	Combs to trim right to the edges	
	Foldable handles	
	Easy assembly	
	Very well priced at £83.99	
	Easily adjusted grass cutting height	


Could they improve the Bosch Rotak 34 R Electric Rotary Lawn Mower?

From my perspective and at the price point it’s hard to fault this cracking electric lawn mower. They’ve delivered a brilliant, usable, and efficient machine that’s easy to use. The slight concern for me is the build quality since they switched to China for manufacture but with the exception of the switch lever failure which can happen it is holding up really well and certainly a top top contender for best electric lawn mower.





5. Bosch Universal Rotak 550 Electric Rotary Lawnmower





UniversalRotak 550 UK
Buy on Amazon for £213.43




Best electric lawn mower: Bosch Universal Rotak 550 Electric Rotary Lawnmower

This leads me to my final review which is the Bosch UniversalRotak 550 electric rotary lawn mower with a cutting span of 37cm and weighing 15kg, it’s the biggest and baddest yet. Simply put, I don’t think there is a more capable all round electric lawn mower out there and at £213.43 it offers petrol lawn mower performance without the noise and half the price when comparing like for like performance.

Bosch Universal Rotak 550 Electric Rotary Lawnmower: Powerful, easy to use, huge grass collection bag, best electric lawn mower for sale by far

It has a huge collection bag and will zip around your lawn in absolutely no time. It’s totally performance and quality orientated and by far and away the best electric lawn mower from a performance standpoint. It’s also press and go. You hold the lever and follow it behind making sure it’s cutting in a straight line is about the grans sum of your effort. It’s also well know for excellent blade sharpness and edge retention.

This is basically a far more powerful version of the Bosch Rotak 34 R Electric Rotary Lawn Mower and it tells in performance. If you want to cut the lawn quickly, throw all the other budget reviews that came before, clean out the window, and buy this electric lawn mower. While I don’t think it’s the best value for money and it has a couple of niggly issues, it is by a long way the best electric lawn mower for performance. The cut depth remains the same is the 34 R with 20-70mm, it differentiates itself with the power drive that cuts and collects in one motion. A handy plus is that it’ll also collect your leaves too.

My only issue with this electric lawn mower is the 10m power lead. This lawn mower will do 50m gardens so a 10m lead is counterintuitive. You can obviously use an extension lead and go on as far as you like. I would have still rather seen a longer lead, even if this power cord length is about the industry standard. The mower itself is far from standard!

	
Bosch Universal Rotak 550 Electric Rotary Lawnmower Review


	
Best Bosch Universal Rotak 550 Electric Rotary Lawnmower Features

	
What needs work on the Bosch Universal Rotak 550 Electric Rotary Lawnmower


	Unrivalled power	10m power cord
	Effortless use	
	Picks up leaves too	
	Can be used when damp	
	Easy to control	
	Packs away fairly small given size	
	Ideal for older customers	
	Easy assembly	
	Leaves lovely strips down the lawn	
	Brilliant alternative to a powerful petrol lawn mower	


Could they improve the Bosch Universal Rotak 550 Electric Rotary Lawnmower?

I can only fault one thing on the Bosch Universal Rotak 550 electric rotary lawn mower; the power cord. This is an astonishingly powerful electric lawn mower and capable of huge gardens, therefore we almost certainly know the 10m power lead could have been made longer. An extra 10m of lead would of gone a long way, and while that would of made it more fuss to get in and out, the buyer of this lawn mower will have a decent sized garden, otherwise they would pick the Bosch Rotak 34 R Electric Rotary Lawn Mower or the Flymo Speedi-Mo 360C Electric Wheeled Lawn Mower. This is an easily fixable issue with a sensible power cord. Some might even say they prefer a shorter power cord and can manage the rest with a neat wind up reel in fairness to Bosch but still, it’s worth a mention. Otherwise, by far the best electric lawn mower.





6. Webb WEER33 ER33, 1300 W, 240 V, Green/Black





Webb Classic WEER33 Electric Rotary Lawnmower with 5 Cutting Heights, 33cm Cutting Width and 35L Collection Bag - 2 Year Guarantee -
Buy on Amazon for £99.87




At the current price of around a hundred and five pounds, the Webb WEER33 offers incredibly good value for money, and has a build quality and overall finish that you usually only find on more expensive electric lawnmowers.

This little beauty is solid, and the same quality is found throughout, even down to the plug feeling heavy duty and having an anti-snap grommet on the bottom.

Assembly is quick and easy, with most parts just clicking into place and a couple of nuts to twist up tight, such as on the foldable handles.

Once folded down, the Webb WEER33 electric lawnmower can be carried around by the substantial handle and 8.8kg weight is nicely distributed so it doesn’t feel too heavy, especially when the collection box is detached.

The collection box itself is equally well built and designed, and slides into place without issue. It also has a small air vent in the top rear that will shut to tell you when the grass box needs emptying, although with a capacity of 35 litres, I don’t think that’ll be too often.

Cutting height can be changed through various settings (22mm-65mm) by moving the lever next to the front wheel. I did feel that this was a bit stiff but that could just be because it was a brand new product we were testing and it will probably loosen up with further use.

Another thing that was a little stiff was the safety switch you have to press before pulling the handles to start the machine. Again though, this could be down to the same reasons as above.

We tested this electric lawnmower on some very long, overgrown, grass and it the 33cm cutting blade and 1300W motor handled it exceptionally well without ever sounding laboured. What’s more, all the cuttings went straight into the grass box without any clogging or debris flying out, what a cracking bit of kit.

The WEER33 electric lawnmower is one of those rare products that I love to find. It’s low cost, good quality, performs well, and leaves you feeling satisfied after using it. Top marks to Webb for this excellent little number.





7. Mountfield 294340063/M13 Princess 34 Electric 4 Wheel Rear Roller Lawnmower, 1400 W





Mountfield 294340063/M13 Princess 34 Electric 4 Wheel Rear Roller Lawnmower, 1400 W
Buy on Amazon for £169.00




Looking for an electric lawnmower that will give your lawn the kind of beautiful lines you see on tennis courts? Well, look no further, the Mountfield’s Princess 34 is exactly that, and you don’t have to break the bank to buy it either.

One of, if not the main, reason this electric lawnmower leaves such excellent lines is down to the hand propelled rear roller, but the quality of the cut also plays its part and that all comes down to the motor, blade, and the height settings.

This motor is an extremely powerful 1400W model and delivers easily enough power to plow through the longest grass without struggling. This is aided by a high quality 34cm cutting blade that can be adjusted through six different height settings, allowing you to have it as short as 25mm, or as long as 75mm.

With a wide a range of cutting heights that is greater than the average, it gives you a lot of options when it comes to how you want your lawn to look.

The body of the Mountfield Princess 34 is made from plastic, but not just any cheap, common plastic. The maker’s have chosen to use super-durable, yet lightweight, polypropylene, a material well known for its ability to take a few knocks and withstand weather conditions.

A 35 litre cutting box is included with the lawnmower but you also have the choice of using this tool without it and using the mulching plug instead to give your garden a good layer of mulch.

There are a number of safety features on the Princess 34, such as the double switch start and the safety brake that kicks in when you release the trigger. This brake will slow and stop the blade dead within 3 seconds to reduce the risk of possible injury.

The only things I didn’t like about this wonderful machine was assembling the grass box and the port where the grass cuttings pass through to said box.

It was far too fiddly and awkward to get the two main pieces of the collection box to click together and took a fair bit of force. Once assembled though, it connected to the mower easily.

The problem I had with the collection box is that the port would clog with grass more often than I would have liked, but this can be solved by just using the mulching plug instead.

Overall, a terrific electric lawnmower for a really fair price. Top quality and leaves amazing lines on the lawn.





8. Flymo Chevron 32VC Electric Wheeled Lawn Mower





Flymo Chevron 32V Electric Wheeled Lawn Mower, 1200 W, Cutting Width 32 cm
Buy on Amazon for £99.99




The name Flymo is synonymous with compact, reliable electric lawnmowers, and they are particularly well known for their excellent hover mowers.

This Flymo Chevron model isn’t a hover mower. It gets around the garden on four sturdy plastic wheels that do a grand job of making the lawnmower mobile and manoeuvrable without too much effort from you.

Sporting a 32cm metal cutting blade, and powered by a 1200W motor, the Flymo chevron’s cutting prowess is excellent, and with the central height adjustment lever conveniently positioned you can quickly change cutting heights in three stages, from 20mm to 60mm.

On the rear of this cracking little electric lawnmower, Flymo have included a roller to help you get that ‘football pitch’ striped effect, and while it doesn’t quite leave you with a garden that looks like Wembley, it’s still a nice touch and does improve the overall finish.

Raking up tons of grass cuttings is thankfully not required when you use the Flymo Chevron, thanks to a large 29 litre collection box, the top of which is transparent so you can keep an eye on how full it’s getting.

Assembling this box can be a little bit fiddly when you first set the mower up, but you soon get used to it, and once attached it is connected solidly and performs its duties admirably. It is quite easy to remove for emptying and clips back on with no bother either.

The box, like the rest of this electric lawnmower feels durable and well put together. The plastic is high quality and I’m sure it’ll be pretty hard wearing and last a long time. Flymo offer a 2 year warranty with their products anyway, and are known for good customer service so there’s no need to worry there.

The overall weight of this chevron model is 8.7kg, but without the grass box attached it obviously becomes much lighter, and can be easily carried by the large handle located on top of the machine. When in operation, it feels very light, easy to change direction, and just generally mobile. I think the wheels and the way the weight is balanced throughout the machine have a big hand in this.

I have to say, this is a wonderful little electric lawnmower. It only takes 5-10 minutes to assemble, it has a great cutting performance, and is well built. It’s certainly worth the current price tag.





Buyers guide to electric lawn mowers for sale in the UK

Now it’s time to take a look at a handful of the best electric lawn mowers for sale in the UK today. Being in England as I am, located in the South, my grass grows pretty steadily in summer when I water and feed the lawn. So having the best electric lawn mower is important to me.

Before I ramble on about the merits of electric lawn mowers and why petrol mowers are fast becoming redundant in typical sized gardens, I’ll just pop together a price table that’ll give a clearer understanding of where this review will go for those who do not wish to go too in-depth and are merely seeking the best electric lawn mower for the garden. I’ve also included a table of contents just in case there’s something you’re specifically interested in.

In four little categories I will give you a run down of how to get a good deal and where to buy from. I’ll talk about brand trust and reliability as well as warranty and who will look after you once you hand over your hard earned money.

The market is becoming increasingly more open when it comes to electric lawnmowers and we are seeing new models coming in from not only the established names, but also some lesser known companies. This is driving prices down, and this is great news for the customer as it means there are some great deals to be had.

Electric lawn mowers for sale in the UK

If you can spare a few minutes I’ll show you what to look for in an electric lawn mower for sale(in the UK anyway). Ultimately we just want to cut the grass efficiently, quickly, and as tidily as possible. We are pretty well protected us Brits, electric lawn mowers for sale in the UK all have to be carefully checked for safety and performance standards.

It’s almost impossible to buy an electric lawn mower in the UK that is both faulty and dangerous by design. Certainly, we might be unlucky and get a dud off the production line that makes it through quality control but it wouldn’t of been the manufacturer’s intention to produce a dangerous lawn mower.

The only thing we really need to concern ourselves with is the price, performance, and quality. These are the main variables with regards to electric lawn mowers for sale in the UK and I’ll go into this in a little more detail just now.



Electric lawn mowers for sale: UK Prices

The great thing about electric lawn mowers for sale in the UK is the price. No other country that I am aware of, other than America is so spoilt for choice. We have electric lawn mowers that range in price from £50 all the way into the thousands, and the amazing thing is, picking carefully on a budget can provide you with some amazing performance. The quality and long term durability has to come into question when looking at the lower end of the spectrum, but for the now(if you’re thinking shorter term) £50 can actually buy you an electric lawn mower that will competently cut your grass, should you be an owner of a small to mid sized garden

Electric lawn mowers for sale: UK Quality

The great thing about electric lawn mowers for sale in the UK is that we are protected by minimum quality and safety standards by statutory right. This has nothing to do with your lawn mower manufacturer on a business level. It is the UK law that you can expect 12 months warranty for reasonable wear and tear.

It’s a little known law that in fact in the UK we are protected by a six year guarantee, though this is never enforced on a day to day basis and would result in catastrophic price increases, or companies selling electric lawn mowers and going bankrupt, only to open up the next day under a new name to void warranties. So the 12 months is both reasonably adequate and fair enough for us to know that we originally bought a working item. It also allows us to factor this into the price.

Electric lawn mowers for sale: UK Performance

This is the tricky bit and what will ultimately lead to the next paragraph ‘What to look for in an electric lawn mower for sale’. Any electric lawn mower in the UK merely needs to be fit for the purpose it was purchased for. So if it was the cut grass, it must cut grass. The grey area is just how effectively your electric lawn mower would need to cut grass. This is why it’s important to take advice and research your lawn mower purchase. Be sure it’s a working model from a trusted brand.

What to look for in an electric lawn mower for sale

There are a few core components that make a lasting quality electric lawn mower, then a few ‘nice to haves’. Let’s cover the musts first.

First and most importantly is the motor power. You will not cut grass effectively without a good motor. You’re probably thinking, great, how do I determine that? Well the first thing is look at the Wattage. Anything over 1000 Watts will be more than capable of cutting grass with ease. There is the small matter of an electric lawn mower being 1000 Watt rated but not performing as such. This is where you need to look at other people’s experiences but not to worry. Simply follow my reviews of the best electric lawn mowers and I won’t see you fall far wrong or do badly.

The next crucial part is the blades; they need to have excellent blade sharpness and edge retention and require low maintenance. The only way we will know scientifically if the blades are properly hardened is to do a spark test. I don’t think the shops are going to let us take a cordless angle grinder to their blades to check the sparks from the steel so the next best thing is user experience and advice. I’ll cover electric lawn mowers with excellent blade sharpness and edge retention, so don’t worry, if you’re looking for the best, I’ll find it for you. You will be pointed in the right direction.

The other important factor is the product durability. Can it take a hit? Will it fall to pieces when you invariably smash a stone? Is the power cord sturdy? We will cover these important points in our electric lawn mower reviews. Some of the nice to haves include soft start. This is where the motor powers up gradually to stop unwanted jerky movements. I also like an electric lawn mower to have a collection box, but then, that goes for any lawn mower actually. It saves a lot of time and if grass isn’t collected it’ll damage your lawn as a whole and totally counterintuitive to the cause.

 

Electric lawn mowers for sale: but why?

We often forget why electric lawn mowers are for sale in the first place. We take our electric lawn mower out of the shed(after being sat for 6 months) and attach an extension lead, and it just goes, effortlessly cutting grass. Occasionally the blades dull and we are forced into maintenance, not by any doing of the electric motor though…which remains working and ready. For those of us that once owned a petrol lawn mower. This is a stark contrast to the reality of owning a petrol lawn mower and even tougher yet if you’re old enough, a manual push mower!

If you’re an owner of a petrol lawn mower or used to be (as most of us with a mid to large size garden needed to be), the constant hassle of getting the engine to turn over with a pull cord was the stuff of nightmares. We would avoid cutting the grass knowing half the battle would be turning the engine over. You bought an electric start petrol lawn mower, only to find the battery flat whilst stored in the shed, or worse, it would turn over but not fire up. Is it compression? Is it the spark plug? Have I flooded the carburettor? If you haven’t asked yourself that question over the years from owning a petrol lawn mower then you’ve been miraculously lucky.

The reliability issues surrounding petrol lawn mowers for us home gardeners(and advancement in electrical motors) gave rise to the new electric lawn mower which is every bit the equal of a petrol lawn mower, and in fact as we know, more powerful than petrol if we design it to be! That’s why electric lawn mowers for sale was the natural progression and they’ve since evolved into grass cutting wonders that are set to replace petrol in all home garden settings in the next decade or so. It will be almost shocking to me if we are not all owners of cordless (electric) lawn mowers in the next fifteen to twenty years. Power cords will become practically redundant primarily due to amazing battery technology advancement.

Why we now choose electric lawn mowers over petrol lawn mowers

So now we pick an electric lawn mower not because it’s cheap or low maintenance, we pick it for performance and reliability. Unless you let your grass grow to a foot tall regularly, there’s almost no point in owning anything but an electric lawn mower. Even then, you’re thinking I would suggest a petrol lawn mower, but, that’s not the case at all. Once grass reaches a foot tall it’s really time to rip it down with a brush cutter or grass strimmer and then revert back to your electric lawn mower.

The other reason is now the value. Notice I used the word cheap earlier, let’s not mix cheap with value. Pound for pound an electric lawn mower will not be touched for performance. So if you like value for money, an electric lawn mower will look after you.

I hope my careful rundown of the best electric lawn mowers for sale has helped you to make an informed decision. If there’s some technical questions or issues that you may face, always consider popping me an email and I’ll do my best to get back to you promptly.





 
  
      

  
    About Terry Smith

    I’m Terry Smith from gardentoolbox.co.uk, a professional landscape designer, hobbyist gardener, and barbecue fanatic with 20 years experience building and restoring. So as you go through my site you'll watch me document some of the professional garden installs I make as well as the major projects I take on at home. While sharing those experiences and guiding you, I'll be recommending some great tools I use to enable this along the way so you can really buy in confidence. Always feel free to pop me a message: info@gardentoolbox.co.uk
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